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Abstract. We present and briefly discuss results of several studies of the source J2102+6015
with tentatively defined redshift z = 4.575 which demonstrates unusual properties in imaging
and astrometric VLBI observations. Its properties might be considered as indications on the
supermassive black hole binary which can be considered as a so far rare example of a high-redshift
source of known electromagnetic and, possibly, predictable gravitational wave emissions.
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1. Introduction

Active galactic nuclei (AGN) are the most powerful “engines” in the Universe. Due to
their enormous luminosity they are visible and can be studied with modern astronomy
instruments at any cosmological distances. Owing to the progress of optical telescopes,
including spaceborne ones, as the JWST, the redshift frontier of known AGN currently
exceeds z = 7 corresponding to the Universe age of 5% of the present value. The high-
redshift objects at this frontier, just as their low-redshift counterparts, appear to harbour
and be “energised” by supermassive black holes (SMBH). The masses of the latter reach
and even exceed 109M�. In many observable manifestations, the high-redshift AGN
appear to be very similar to their low-redshift counterparts. This similarity raises an
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important question: what are physical processes for which a relatively short time on
cosmological scales, hundreds of millions of years or shorter after Big Bang, is sufficient
to assemble SMBHs. This topical question is being addressed by many observational
techniques in all domains of the electromagnetic spectrum. In radio domain, high angular
resolution studies with very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) provide insight into
physical processes at the linear scales from hundreds of parsecs down to sub-parsecs
throughout the entire range of redshifts. At the high-redshift range, to date these studies
have encompassed more than 70 AGN at z > 4 (Krezinger et al. 2022; Gabányi et al.
2023; Perger et al. 2023 and references therein).

Recently a small sample of four z > 4.3 quasars was observed with several VLBI net-
works in the so called astrometric mode aiming to detect systematic absolute proper
motion of cosmological origin (Titov et al. 2023). While this study did not produce a
conclusive evidence of any anomalies of cosmological origin in the positional variations
of these sources, one of them, J2102+6015, appeared to deserve attention in view of its
potential significance for future multimessenger studies.

2. An enigmatic object J2102+6015

The source J2102+6015 (2101+600) was identified as a quasar at z = 4.5749; this value
was noted by the authors as somewhat unreliable due to a low signal-to-noise ratio of the
details in the optical spectrum (Sowards-Emmerd et al. 2004). No other measurements
of the source’s redshift are known to date. The source was observed with various VLBI
networks at 2.3, 4.9, 8.4 and 22 GHz (Frey et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2021; Frey et al. 2023;
Titov et al. 2023). These observations resulted in the unusual findings requiring further
in-depth investigations.
All available to date imaging VLBI results confirm that at all four frequency bands the

source’s morphology is dominated by two major features separated by about 10 mas in
EW direction (see insets in Fig. 1). Frey et al. (2023) report new European VLBI Network
(EVN) observations at 5 and 22 GHz, and in combination with earlier publications on
VLBI results at 2.3 and 8.4 GHz, discuss a set of VLBI images obtained over the period
1994–2021. The eastern feature is stronger and brighter at all frequencies at all epochs.
Both features can be model-fitted by two or three Gaussian components. The angular
separation between major components of the eastern and western features over the period
2006–2019 is reported to grow with the rate 0.023± 0.011 mas yr−1, corresponding to
the apparent transversal velocity of (2.8± 1.4)c (Zhang et al. 2022). However, to date,
one and only one observing epoch resulted in a triple structure in J2101+6015, in which
the known double morphology is amended by a third component located along the same
east-west line between the eastern and western features. This is the Very Long Baseline
Array (VLBA) observation BZ064 at 8.4 GHz conducted on 2017-02-05. Zhang et al.
(2021) and Frey et al. (2023) consider arguments for and against classifying the source as
a compact symmetric object. Such a classification would be well fitted by the existence
of a weak central component associated with the nucleus of the source. However, barring
a technical problem in the imaging experiment BZ064 responsible for the single-case
erroneous appearance of the central component, a potential variability in the strength
and brightness of structural features of the source might have meaningful implications
for the model of this object.
A further intriguing property of the source J2102+6015 is reported by Titov et al.

(2023) on the basis of astrometric monitoring over the period 2017–2021 at 2.3 and
8.4 GHz. Using a standard for VLBI astrometry method of measuring absolute celes-
tial position of the source, the authors presented apparently quasi-periodic variations
of the source’s right ascension and declination with the period about 3 years (Fig. 7
in Titov et al. 2023) and amplitudes in both coordinates of about 0.8 mas. These vari-
ations, if placed on the celestial sphere, produce a quasi-spiral pattern, reproduced in
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Figure 1. A celestial track of the absolute positions of the source J2102+6015 in the period
2017.0 to 2021.2 determined on the basis of VLBI measurements, adopted from Titov et al.
(2023). The error bars show ±1σ formal uncertainty. The insets show the morphology of the
source with the total flux density between ∼ 150 mJy and ∼ 200 mJy in all epochs obtained
in imaging VLBI observations at 8.4 GHz, adopted from Zhang et al. (2021). The elliptical
Gaussian restoring beam is shown in the lower left corner of each inset. The lowest contours are
at ±3σ of the image noise shown in each inset, positive contour levels increase by a factor of
2. The images attributed to 2017-04-08 and 2017-08-19 were obtained from VLBI data stacked
over several close dates; see Zhang et al. (2021) for details.

Fig. 1. This pattern enabled the authors to consider a “toy model” of the source encom-
passing a supermassive black hole binary (SMBHB). Indeed, an orbital motion of the
binary components might produce apparent oscillations of the celestial coordinates of
the source. We note that such an interpretation of the apparent spiral pattern shown in
Fig. 1 is not unique. However, given the importance of astrophysical and cosmological
implications of SMBHB, the model warrants further deliberations and possible verifiable
observational manifestations.

3. J2102+6015, a potential high-redshift multi-messenger

The “toy model” of the source mentioned above (see Titov et al. 2023) offers a simple
estimate of the semi-major axis of the suspected binary system

a= 0.32× 10−2 ×
(

M

109 ×M�

)1/3

×
(
T × (1 + z)

3.0 yr

)2/3

pc, (1)
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where a is the semi-major axis of the elliptical orbit of the binary system of the total mass
M (normalised here to the benchmark value of 109M�), T is its observer-frame period (in
years). Assuming equal masses of 0.5× 109M� for each of the two components for purely
illustrative reasons, the semi-major axis of the system would only be a� 0.25× 10−2 pc,
or � 50 times the gravitational radius of the SMBHB component, rg = 2G(M/2)c−2 ≈
0.48× 10−4 pc.
A potential binary nature of the source J2102+6015 has also been suggested by

Zhang et al. (2021). Indeed, flat radio spectra of the eastern and western morphology fea-
tures separated by the projected distance of ∼ 70 pc make them plausible candidates for
typical AGN cores. However, their association with components of a suspected SMBHB
is inconsistent with the dynamical “toy model” described by equation (1): the total mass
of such a binary system would be ∼ 1016M� even without accounting for the projection
effect. This is a very unrealistic value. For remaining within the framework of SMBHB
nature of the observed oscillation of the absolute celestial position of the source, another
binary configuration should be found. The enigmatic central morphological component,
reported by Zhang et al. (2021) might help to find such a configuration. However, given
that the astrometric behaviour illustrated in Fig. 1 is defined to great extent by the
brightest eastern morphological feature, a suspected binary system, responsible for the
astrometric oscillations, should be embedded within that eastern feature.
Irrespective of the specific parameters of the SMBHB model and the source’s redshift,

the source J2102+6015 might be considered as a generator of gravitational waves and a
likely contributor into the global gravitational wave background. SMBHB systems evolve
inevitably due to the interaction of a less massive object with an accretion disk around
a more massive black hole. In this case, the dissipation of the orbital energy occurs, as a
result of which the two black holes approach each other (see, for example, Ivanov et al.
1999). In the process of decreasing the size of the binary’s orbit, the role of gravitational
waves increases. Gravitational waves carry away the energy and angular momentum of
the binary system (see, for example, Ivanov et al. 2015). How does the radiation of
gravitational waves affect the observed parameters of binary systems that are at later
stages of evolution than the system considered above, whether such gravitational waves
can be detected in the foreseeable future? The source J2102+6015 presented here might
become an efficient testbed for finding the answers.
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Note added in proof

A recent re-evaluation of the available optical spectrum of the source J2102+6015 pro-
vides indications that its redshift might be z = 1.24 rather than z = 4.575. However, this
does not change our view at this source as a potentially highly attractive multimessenger.
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